The rightward regulatory region of bacteriophage lambda contains two promoters, p RM and p R , which direct the synthesis of nonoverlapping divergent transcripts from start sites 82 bp apart. Each of the two promoters has an upstream (A؉T)-rich region (ATR) within the sequence from ؊40 to ؊60 where in the rrnB P1 promoter a stretch of 20 (A؉T) bp greatly stimulates promoter function. Here we present an investigation of the possible functional significance of p RM 's ATR. We determined the effects on RNA polymerase-p RM promoter interaction both of (G؉C) substitutions in the ATR and of amino acid substitutions in the ␣ subunit, known to affect the upstream interaction. We find small (two-to threefold) effects of selected mutations in the ␣ subunit on open complex formation at p RM . However, the (presumably upstream) interactions underlying these effects are sequence nonspecific, as they are not affected by ( The rightward regulatory region of bacteriophage lambda contains two promoters, p R and p RM , which are divergently transcribed from start sites separated by only 82 bp (25). Open complex formation at the p R promoter is much faster than at p RM ; therefore, the vast majority of RNA polymerases (RNAPs) forming an open complex at the latter promoter do so on a fragment that already contains a polymerase at p R . It was found by us (14, 15) as well as by Gussin's group (6, 28) that mutations which inactivate the p R promoter facilitate open complex formation at p RM . These results suggest that p R -bound RNAP interferes with open complex formation at p RM . Surprisingly, a 10-bp deletion between the two promoters appears to abolish the interference (22), as it results in increased activity of p RM whether p R is inactivated by mutation or not.
The rightward regulatory region of bacteriophage lambda contains two promoters, p R and p RM , which are divergently transcribed from start sites separated by only 82 bp (25) . Open complex formation at the p R promoter is much faster than at p RM ; therefore, the vast majority of RNA polymerases (RNAPs) forming an open complex at the latter promoter do so on a fragment that already contains a polymerase at p R . It was found by us (14, 15) as well as by Gussin's group (6, 28) that mutations which inactivate the p R promoter facilitate open complex formation at p RM . These results suggest that p R -bound RNAP interferes with open complex formation at p RM . Surprisingly, a 10-bp deletion between the two promoters appears to abolish the interference (22) , as it results in increased activity of p RM whether p R is inactivated by mutation or not.
The identity of promoters for Escherichia coli RNAP is mostly determined by two DNA elements, the Ϫ10 and Ϫ35 regions (21) . The ability to recognize these two regions is imparted upon the RNAP holoenzyme by its subunit (12) . The promoters for E. coli rRNA (27) , as well as some other strong promoters in E. coli (17) (18) (19) and Bacillus subtilis (2, 13) , have been found to additionally have (AϩT)-rich regions (ATRs) upstream of bp Ϫ40. These so-called UP elements (27) are typically 20 bp in length. Transcription in vivo and in vitro (27) as well as the rate of open complex formation at the rrnB P1 promoter (26) was decreased by more than 10-fold because of deletion of this UP element. The C-terminal domain (amino acids 249 to 329 [3, 23] ) of the ␣ subunit of RNAP has been implicated in UP element recognition: deletion of this domain greatly impaired the ability of RNAP to respond to the UP element both in vivo and in vitro (27) . In subsequent studies, amino acid substitutions in the ␣ subunit were employed to pinpoint the amino acids involved in the interaction with the UP element to those at positions 262 to 269 and 296 to 299 (8) . Recent determinations of the structure of the Cterminal domain of the ␣ subunit show that the location of these amino acids is compatible with their direct interaction with DNA (8, 9) . Both p R and p RM have 12-bp upstream ATRs between Ϫ40 and Ϫ60. In the stretch from Ϫ48 to Ϫ59, p RM has 10 A-T bp, while p R has 11 A-T bp between Ϫ47 and Ϫ58.
We have probed the functional significance of the upstream (AϩT) regions of p R and p RM , with emphasis on the latter. In order to do this without interference from the cross-talk between RNAPs bound to p R and p RM , in many instances we have used templates on which p R was inactivated by mutation. We conclude that upstream interactions do lead to a modest activation of p RM , but that they are independent of the (AϩT) content of the region. As a control, we show also that an UP element, derived from that of the rrnB P1 promoter, is able to provide a large (5-to 10-fold) activation of p RM . We have observed that p R is activated to a modest extent by ␣ subunitmediated DNA interactions as well; in contrast to our findings with p RM , here the effect was found to be sequence specific.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials. E. coli RNAP holoenzyme prepared by the method of Burgess and Jendrisak (4) was further purified as described previously (10) . Our preparations were approximately 35% active as determined in promoter binding assays. Mutated ␣ subunits were constructed as previously described (9, 16) . RNA core polymerases with the altered ␣ subunits were obtained by reconstitution with purified ␤ and ␤Ј subunits as described previously (9, 16) . Subsequently, the mutant core enzymes were incubated on ice for 30 min with purified subunit (0.13 M core and 0.52 M in 30 l of storage buffer [0.01 M Tris-HCl (pH 7.0), 0.1 M KCl, 0.1 mM EDTA, 0.1 mM dithiothreitol, and 50% glycerol]) to obtain the holoenzymes. The relative activities of the reconstituted holoenzymes were determined by monitoring RNA synthesis from poly(dA-dT) templates as described previously (9) . The concentrations of RNAP reported here refer to those of the holoenzyme reconstituted with wild-type (wt) ␣ subunit; all modified RNAPs were added in amounts adjusted to give the same units of activity as the wt enzyme in the poly(dA-dT) assay.
Promoter variants were assembled from synthetic deoxyoligomers and then cloned as previously described (1, 22) . All experiments were carried out on fragments of 261 bp, obtained by PCR and labeled with 32 P at the p RM -proximal 5Ј end (22) .
Determination of open complex formation. The reaction mixtures contained radiolabeled DNA (1 nM) in transcription buffer (30 mM Tris-HCl [pH 8.2], 100 mM KCl, 3 mM MgCl 2 , 0.1 mM EDTA, 10 mM dithiothreitol [reduced to 0.5 mM for permanganate probing experiments], and 45 g of bovine serum albumin per ml). Binding reactions were initiated by the addition of RNAP to the indicated concentrations and terminated by addition of 0.8 l of heparin (1.25 mg/ml) to 20-l samples removed from the reaction mix at indicated times. Analysis of the aliquots for open complex formation by the gel mobility shift or KMnO 4 assays was exactly as previously indicated (22) . In duplicate determinations, the intensities of the bands resulting from treatment with KMnO 4 were found to be within 20% of the average for greater than two-thirds of the values. The values in Fig. 2 to 4 contain a contribution from the background; therefore, fold reductions in activities based on these values are underestimated.
Rate constants were obtained by fitting to the single exponential equation y ϭ a[1 Ϫ exp(Ϫk obs t)] ϩ c, where y is the experimentally observed quantity, t is the time after mixing RNAP and promoter DNA, k obs is the pseudo-first-order rate constant, and c is the starting and (a ϩ c) is the limiting value of y. The fit was to the optimal values of the latter three parameters. The parameter k obs is the reciprocal of obs . Data obtained as a function of RNAP concentration are presented as tau plots, where obs is plotted versus the reciprocal of the RNAP concentration (20 (24) in comparison with several others, including the double reciprocal method described above.
RESULTS
The 10 promoter constructs used in this work are shown in Fig. 1 . For several constructs, the p R promoter has been inactivated to eliminate interference with open complex formation at p RM (6, 14, 15, 22) . p R Ϫ bears a substitution in the Ϫ10 region which greatly reduces p R 's activity, to 5 to 10% of wt as determined by KMnO 4 sensitivity after a 10-min incubation with 100 nM RNAP; p R ϪϪ has additional substitutions further reducing the activity to 2 to 5% of wt. For the purposes of our experiments, both p R variants have negligible residual activity. To disrupt sequence-specific interactions with p RM 's ATR, substitutions with 4 (GϩC) bp were introduced in this region. During the course of this study, it became evident that these substitutions produced only rather small effects, if any, on open complex formation at p RM . In an attempt to minimize any interaction with (AϩT) base pairs over the entire Ϫ40 to Ϫ60 region, the ATR ϪϪ mutant bears additional substitutions, converting all but 3 (AϩT) bp in this region to (GϩC) base pairs, still with minimal effects on p RM function (see below). The D10 constructs have a 10-bp deletion in the region separating the Ϫ35 regions of p R and p RM (22) . This allows investigation of the relief of the promoter interference described above as well as an assessment of the effect of positioning the ATR closer to the Ϫ35 region of p RM . As a positive control for the experiments on the 12-bp ATRs of the p RM and p R promoters, in the UP ϩ mutant the Ϫ40 to Ϫ60 region of p RM has been substituted with a sequence similar to the UP element from rrnB P1 (27) . It differs from the latter at positions Ϫ54 (T instead of A) and Ϫ58 to Ϫ60 (ATG instead of GAC), in order to accommodate the ligation scheme used for promoter assembly.
Our initial experiments to probe for a possible role for the ATR in determining the activity of the p RM promoter employed polymerases with a deletion of the C-terminal domain of the ␣ subunit. RNAP (20 nM) and radiolabeled DNA (1 nM) were incubated for 60 min, whereupon open complex formation was monitored by determining the degree to which T residues in the vicinity of the start site of p RM became susceptible to oxidation by permanganate. The results are presented in Fig. 2 ; similar results were obtained for an incubation time of 10 min at both 20 nM and 50 nM RNAP concentrations (data not shown). The results in panel a demonstrate that the polymerase reconstituted with wt ␣ subunit is as active as that isolated from E. coli and confirm that open complex formation at p RM by these two polymerases is stimulated to the same FIG. 1. The sequences of the variants used in this work. The construct designated Wt has the wt p R and p RM promoters, with an 82-bp separation between the start sites. The Ϫ10 and Ϫ35 regions of p RM are boxed as shown. The Ϫ35 regions of p R are doubly underlined, and the Ϫ10 regions are singly underlined. The designation p R Ϫ refers to DNAs that contain an inactivating C-G substitution at position Ϫ7 (the constant T) of p R . The designation p R ϪϪ refers to DNAs that contain inactivating substitutions at positions Ϫ7, Ϫ9, and Ϫ11 of p R . The (AϩT)-rich region at positions Ϫ53 to Ϫ59 has been referred to as ATR. ATR Ϫ refers to constructs that contain G-C substitutions for A-T base pairs at positions Ϫ54 to Ϫ57 of p RM . ATR ϪϪ templates have G-C substitutions for A-T base pairs at positions Ϫ46, Ϫ48, Ϫ49, Ϫ51, and Ϫ53 to Ϫ57 of p RM . UP ϩ refers to the substitution of a sequence derived from the UP element of rrnB P1 in the Ϫ40 to Ϫ60 region of the p RM promoter. D10 indicates a deletion of 10 bp in the DNA separating the Ϫ35 regions of p R and p RM .
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extent by the inactivation of p R , and by the deletion of 10 bp between p R and p RM . In contrast, the RNAPs with a C-terminal deletion in ␣ are unaffected by mutations which inactivate the p R promoter (p R Ϫ ) or decrease the distance between p R and p RM (D10), suggesting a role for the C-terminal domain of the ␣ subunit in the manifestation of both effects.
When the ATR has been disrupted by substitution with 4 (GϩC) bp, both the inactivation of p R and the 10-bp deletion (as on the p R Ϫ ATR Ϫ and D10 ATR Ϫ templates, respectively [ Fig. 1]) or not. It has been shown before (8, 9) as well as below (Fig. 3c) that several of the above substitutions disrupt specific interaction with a UP element. Therefore, these results are consistent with the notion that no specific contacts are made between the ␣ subunit and DNA at the p RM promoter.
The p RM construct with an upstream region similar to that of rrnB P1 shows a generally enhanced extent of open complex formation as assayed by permanganate sensitivity (Fig. 3c) 
The results shown in Fig. 4 were obtained by scanning the 261 to 269 region of the ␣ subunit with tryptophan substitutions. This large amino acid could potentially have an effect beyond its inability to engage in specific contacts with DNA; it could disrupt local protein structure or sterically interfere with DNA binding by other amino acids. The effects on open complex formation at p RM promoters with and without substitutions in their ATR are more distinct than those seen in Fig. 3 . The substitutions at positions 265 and 268 have the largest effect: a two-to threefold reduction in the extent of RNAPinduced sensitivity to KMnO 4 , regardless of whether the ATR has been disrupted by G-C substitution or not ( Fig. 4a and b) . These two positions are among those where alanine substitutions have been found to have the most pronounced effect on open complex formation at promoters with a 20-bp UP element (Fig. 3c) (8, 9) . The same series of substitutions in ␣ was also used on the D10 constructs to test the effect of moving the ATR closer to the Ϫ35 region ( Fig. 4c and d The least-squares fit to the data set obtained by both the gel shift and KMnO 4 assays yields a small value for both the intercept and the slope (see Table 1 ). Three sets of datum points are displayed in the middle of the figure. They were obtained by the gel shift and permanganate assays for p R ϪϪ wt, the construct with wt p RM and an inactivated p R , and by the permanganate assay for the p R ϪϪ ATR ϪϪ construct, which additionally bears G-C substitutions in the Ϫ40 to Ϫ60 region. These values for tau are similar to each other at each of the RNAP concentrations studied; they are on the average 5-to 10-fold higher than the corresponding tau values for the p R ϪϪ UP ϩ promoter. The least-squares lines through the datum points obtained with both techniques for the p R ϪϪ construct and by the KMnO 4 assay for p R ϪϪ ATR ϪϪ are very similar, in agreement with our other results demonstrating that substitutions in the ATR do not affect promoter function. Values for k f and K B calculated from least-squares fitting of the points shown in Fig. 5 , as well as by nonlinear fitting of the rectangular hyperbola (which improves the reliability of the values of the parameters obtained [24] ; see Materials and Methods), have been collected in Table 1 . The two methods of calculating the parameters are in good agreement, while the values obtained agree quite well with results previously reported for p RM in the context of an inactivated p R promoter (6, 14) . The main effect of the presence of the UP element is shown to be a 10-fold increase in k f .
The gel shift experiments on p R
ϪϪ ATR ϪϪ showed a very slow formation of the shifted complex, yielding the much larger tau values shown in the top of the graph, and resulting in a reduced k f as tabulated in Table 1 . It is unclear what the reason is for the marked discrepancy between the gel shift results with this promoter and not only the KMnO 4 probing data on the same promoter but also other results presented here (Fig. 2 to  4) indicating that substitutions in the ATR have no effect on promoter activity. Inspection of the autoradiographs does not reveal any apparent differences between the gel shift experiments using this promoter and those using the similar construct with a wt ATR (designated p R ϪϪ in Fig. 5 ) other than more slowly appearing shifted bands. Taken at face value, the data would indicate that open complex stabilization (to the point where it would remain largely intact during electrophoresis) is a late process on the pathway of functional complex formation, occurring after the strand opening step. However, it is also quite possible that these results are due to an as yet unrecognized artifact.
DISCUSSION
In the experiments presented here, we have addressed the question of the functional significance of the relatively long stretch of (AϩT)-rich DNA upstream of the start site of the p RM promoter; in the course of our studies, we also touched upon the role of p R 's similarly positioned ATR. Towards this goal, we have used promoter variants with substitutions in p RM 's ATR and in the p R promoter to avoid the promoter interference we had previously observed. In addition, we studied the effect of RNAPs with deletions of, or amino acid substitutions in, the region that in other promoters was identified as being involved in contacts with upstream DNA. With the KMnO 4 assay for strand opening which monitors increased T reactivity in single-stranded DNA compared with the duplex, we did not observe effects of any combination of mutant and wt DNAs and RNAPs on the reactivities of Ts on p RM 's template strand. Thus these upstream perturbations had little downstream effect on the region of p RM that became strand separated in an open complex.
(a) Upstream activation at p RM . Our studies on the rate or extent of open complex formation at p RM using mutant RNAPs bearing alanine substitutions in the C-terminal domain of the ␣ subunit or lacking this domain altogether show that the ␣ subunit is not involved in sequence-specific interactions with the ATR of this promoter. On the other hand, the results obtained with the tryptophan substitutions show that a subset of the amino acids involved in the interaction of the ␣ Cterminal domain with the UP element of several promoters is also important for open complex formation at p RM . The simplest interpretation of these observations is that open complex formation at p RM is facilitated by nonspecific interactions of the C-terminal domain of the ␣ subunit with upstream DNA. As specific interactions between the ␣ subunit and promoter DNA have been localized to the region between Ϫ40 and Ϫ60, we assume that any nonspecific interactions involving the ␣ subunit would also occur in this upstream region. We have been unable to directly demonstrate the existence of such interactions by footprinting (data not shown), but this could be due to their rather weak nature. Experimental evidence for nonspecific interactions at the lacUV5 promoter has also been obtained (22a) . The kinetic results obtained by the gel shift assay on the p R
ϪϪ

ATR
ϪϪ construct showed a much lower rate of open complex formation, apparently resulting from substitutions in the ATR. However, in assays of strand separation by KMnO 4 probing, no such difference is evident. Thus if the gel shift results indeed reflect a relevant difference in the behavior of the p R ϪϪ ATR ϪϪ and p R ϪϪ constructs (rather than an artifact of unknown nature), they would indicate that an ATRaccelerated step beyond initial open complex formation was needed in order to give rise to an interaction stable to gel electrophoresis. We are not aware of any observations which provide support for the existence of such a step.
Experiments from several laboratories suggest that for the p RM promoter the first-order conformational change described by the parameter k f is rate limiting: the activation of this promoter by cI (11) and by inactivation of p R (6, 14, 28) have both been found to predominantly result from as much as a 10-fold increase in k f . On the other hand, upstream activation at the rrnB P1 promoter has been ascribed mostly to an effect on the initial binding, as reflected in the parameter K B (26) . Thus it was necessary to address the possibility that, because p RM is not binding limited, the interactions at its ATR might be significantly stronger than the relatively small effects that we observed here would suggest. This scenario seems unlikely: as a control for our experiments on the ATR of p RM , we con- The insert identifies the DNA constructs used and the particular methods by which different sets of datum points were obtained. The lines shown are least-squares fits to the data, for which the points in brackets were not used. However, the latter were included in the nonlinear fitting procedure ( d Intercept/slope ratio in Fig. 5 . (Table 1) , it is not possible to draw unequivocal conclusions as to whether K B is affected as well. It is unclear whether the k f effect is more pronounced just at p RM or whether it is a normal consequence of the presence of a UP element, which may not have been obvious at the rrnB P1 promoter because of the particular mechanism of open complex formation at the latter (26) . The fact that we have performed all our experiments on linear DNA, while the published results (26) were obtained on supercoiled templates, may also have contributed to the difference.
(b) Upstream activation at p R . Several observations presented in this paper are consistent with a small favorable contribution from an upstream contact at p R . As was observed with p RM , deletion of the C-terminal domain of the ␣ subunit reduces open complex formation at p R by two-to threefold (Fig. 2c) . The extent of open complex formation was also seen to be consistently less if the RNAP contained an alanine (Fig.  3d ) or tryptophan (data not shown) substitution at position 265 of the ␣ subunit. At this position previously (8, 9) and in the work presented here (Fig. 3c) , an arginine residue had been shown to be crucial for the sequence-specific interaction with the rrnB P1 element. The magnitude of the effect at p R is small, however, in comparison with that observed at the promoters containing the rrnB P1 UP element (compare Fig. 3c and d) . The existence of upstream interactions at p R is consistent with published footprinting results, which show protection in this region (5) . In further support of such interactions at p R , an A-T substitution for a G-C base pair at position Ϫ51, resulting in an uninterrupted ATR of 12 bp, has been found to lead to a threefold-increased rate of open complex formation at p R (7) . Both the latter observation and our own that p R 's activity, but not that of p RM , is sensitive to alanine substitutions in the ␣ subunit are suggestive of some sequence-specific recognition of the (AϩT) base pairs in p R 's ATR. Interestingly, it has recently been reported that open complex formation at a minor promoter (p L 2) within the integration host factor binding site of the main p L promoter significantly benefits from an (AϩT) region upstream of the Ϫ35 region (9) .
(c) Implications for the nature of the interference between RNAPs at p R and at p RM . As seen in Fig. 1 , the Ϫ35 region of p R is embedded in the Ϫ40 to Ϫ60 region of p RM . Footprinting and chemical probing results (e.g., reference 5) show that a p R -bound RNAP contacts DNA over the entire region where a p RM -bound polymerase would engage in its upstream interactions, thus making it plausible that the p R -bound RNAP would interfere with the establishment of such interactions. By the KMnO 4 assay to monitor open complex formation at p RM , the enhancement in the rate of open complex formation that results from inactivation of p R is readily detected (22) . In Fig. 2 to 4, the effect was determined in a fixed-time assay in which the time of incubation between the various forms of RNAP and the promoter was kept constant at 10 min. In this assay, open complex formation at p RM increased two-to threefold upon inactivation of p R (Fig. 2a and b) . By this same assay, both the deletion of the C-terminal domain of the ␣ subunit and the substitution of a tryptophan at amino acid 265 are seen to also have an adverse effect of this magnitude on the extent of open complex formation at p RM ( Fig. 2 and 4) . While the two effects are in opposite directions, it can readily be visualized how both could involve upstream contacts which would be disrupted by either the changes in the ␣ subunit or the presence of an RNAP at p R . On the D10 template, p RM 's Ϫ40 to Ϫ60 region and the spacer DNA separating p R 's Ϫ10 and Ϫ35 regions almost coincide (Fig. 1) . As E. coli RNAP is known to make few contacts with the spacer DNA of promoters (1, 21) , this stretch is now again available for contacts with an ␣ subunit of the polymerase at p RM . We propose that on the D10 DNA the RNAPs at p R and p RM are situated sufficiently close to each other that an ␣ C-terminal domain of the polymerase at p RM can reach over the polymerase at p R to again make the upstream contacts (22) .
Inherent in the above model is that contacts between the C-terminal domain of the ␣ subunit and DNA increase the rate of open complex formation at p RM . While our results strongly favor such interactions, we have not conclusively proven their existence. Therefore, we also consider the possibility that some of the effects we observe are partially or completely due to protein-protein interactions involving the ␣ subunit(s). It is difficult to thus explain the inhibitory effect of the wt p R promoter on open complex formation at p RM . The deletion in the C-terminal domain, which abolishes this effect ( Fig. 2a and b) , would then have been expected to additionally lead to an increase in open complex formation at p RM ; this is not observed. In the case of the effect of the D10 deletion, however, conceivably favorable interactions between the ␣ subunits of the RNAPs at p R and p RM could serve to approximately counterbalance other unfavorable interactions between these polymerases. This would be consistent with the observed lack of enhancement of open complex formation at p RM on the D10 templates by RNAP with a deleted ␣ C-terminal domain. Both our previous results (22) and the results reported here suggest that open complex formation may actually be facilitated slightly at p RM on a D10 template that also bears a wt p R . In view of the subtle nature of the latter effect, it would be difficult to employ it to assess the importance of favorable proteinprotein interactions on the D10 template. Studies with a variant RNAP (such as ␣ R265W), for which there is no indication that it interacts with upstream DNA, might be more helpful in this regard. A finding that the D10 deletion would still lead to enhanced open complex formation at p RM would be strong support for such protein-protein interactions.
